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Abstract
The Vorticity Control Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (VCUUV) is a prototype robot designed to mimic
fish swimming. The goal of the VCUUV vehicle is to demonstrate that a free swimming robotic
vehicle can achieve greater propulsive efficiencies and maneuverability than conventional propeller
based underwater vehicles. The VCUUV consists of a substantial amount of mechanical hardware,
electronics and software. In this thesis, I describe the design and rationale behind the electronics
and software. Specifically, I describe the choice of sensors, actuators, power converters and computer
system. I detail the design and rationale of the interfacing electronics. Finally, this thesis describes
the software that runs the vehicle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis I describe the design of the electronics and software of the Vorticity Control Unmanned
Undersea Vehicle (VCUUV), a prototype robotic fish being developed at the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory. In this chapter I describe the desirability of mimicking fish swimming, previous work
done in this field and the goals of the VCUUV project. It then provides an overview of the remainder
of the thesis.
1.1 Fish Swimming
Fish are excellent models for underwater vehicles because they may exhibit higher propulsive effi-
ciencies and greater maneuverability than conventional propeller based vehicles. This is especially
true for Unmanned Undersea Vehicles (UUVs) for which the mission lengths and complexities are
limited by battery capacity and steering ability.
There is significant evidence from which one can infer the superior efficiency of fish swimming.
For example, an early study performed by Gray "concludes that porpoises and dolphins require
seven times more power than they have available in their propulsive musculature to achieve their
swimming speeds" [2]. Videler and Hess estimate that mackerel achieve propulsive efficiencies of
75% [5]. Bose and Lien estimate that fin whales can achieve propulsive efficiencies between 84%
and 87% at speeds ranging from 4 to 12 knots [6]. By contrast, the Kaplan propeller, a "standard
design" propeller, achieves efficiencies between 45% and 61% [10].
The improved maneuverability of fish can be best demonstrated by comparing the turning radius
of a fish to that of a conventional UUV. Yellow-fin tuna have turning radii of about .47 body lengths
[4]. Rapid turns of angelfish, rainbow trout and smallmouth bass are characterized by turning radii
of .065, .18 and .11 body lengths respectively [11]. By contrast, MIT Sea Grant's Odyssey II UUV
has a turning radius of about 5 body lengths.
1.2 Previous Work
Barrett demonstrated that a man-made vehicle could demonstrate increased propulsive efficiency
via fish-like propulsion [3]. Barrett's vehicle, named RoboTuna, was a robotic replica of a tuna
mounted to a towing sled. Barrett illustrated improvements in efficiency by measuring the ratio of
the power used to drag the straight vehicle at a constant velocity and the average power used to
move the vehicle at that same velocity while articulating its tail. Ratios below unity imply more
power is exerted towing RoboTuna while articulating its tail than simply towing it. Ratios greater
than unity imply that tLe articulation of the tail resulted in an apparent drag reduction that results
in improved propulsive efficiencies. Since the tail motion is characterized by several parameters that
are not uniquely determined, Barrett applied a genetic algorithm that sought to maximize the ratio
discussed above. Using this technique he was able to achieve a power ratio of 1.27. Note that this
ratio compares the power required to drag the fish to the power required to drag the fish in addition
to articulating the tail. When it is greater than unity, one can infer an apparent drag reduction and
increased propulsive efficiency due to the tail motion.
Because RoboTuna was mounted to a towing sled, its motion was constrained to move along
only one axis. Consequently, it could not be used to show self propelled swimming or fish-like
maneuverability. It is still uncertain how to manipulate a man-made vehicle to achieve either goal.
1.3 VCUUV Project Goals
The primary goal of the VCUUV project is to develop a vehicle which can be used to study self
propelled swimming and maneuvering.
The transition from RoboTuna to the VCUUV is a substantial leap. RoboTuna did not solve
many problems including packaging and control issues that must be solved by the VCUUV. Robo-
Tuna had less stringent packaging requirements since all of its computing, actuation and power
were external to the body of the vehicle. Consequently, it had more computational power, electrical
power and larger actuators than would be available to a free swimming robotic fish of the same size.
Furthermore, more room within the vehicle could be devoted towards the articulation of the tail.
A free swimming vehicle must be neutrally buoyant; RoboTuna was not limited by this constraint.
Similarly, RoboTuna did not resolve control issues such as maintaining a steady course, roll, pitch
and depth that the VCUUV design must be able to accommodate.
1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis describes the design of the VCUUV electronics and software. Since the VCUUV team
consists of many members working on the mechanics, electronics and software, many people con-
tributed to the design and implementation of the electronics and software and their contributions
will be noted. However, I was responsible for the high level design of the hardware and software so
this thesis does explain the reasoning behind the overall design of the system. It also explains in
detail the custom component that I designed, tested and built. Similarly, this thesis provides a high
level overview of the software architecture and details the particular modules that I developed.
The remainder of this thesis is divided as follows:
Chapter 2 seeks to familiarize the reader with the VCUUV design. It describes the major aspects
of the mechanical layout, propulsion scheme and electronics of the VCUUV. This section only glosses
over the rationale behind the mechanical layout and actuation mechanism since these details will
be covered in a future publication. Similarly, this section will not explain the rationale behind the
design of the electronics, since the following chapters will do this in some detail.
Chapter 3 describes the goals of the electronic system and why these goals were considered
important.
Chapter 4 illustrate how the VCUUV electronics achieve the design goals and why this particular
design was selected. When appropriate, this chapter described alternative designs and potential
improvements.
Chapter 5 describes the design and rationale behind the design of the hardware components that
I implemented.
Chapter 6 is similar to Chapter 3 except that it describes the goals of the vehicle system software.
Chapter 7 outlines the software developed for the 486 computer used in the VCUUV.
Chapter 8 outlines the software developed for the DSP used to control the VCUUV tail.
Chapter 9 summarizes the work that has been completed and provides suggestions for future
improvements.

Chapter 2
System Design
The VCUUV, shown in Figure 2-1, is a large system that is composed of many components. In this
chapter I delineate its mechanical, actuation and electronic design so that the reader may better
understand the system.
2.1 Mechanics
This section details the mechanical design of the VCUUV. The rationale behind this design is beyond
the scope of this thesis although one may find these details in [1]
Figure 2-2 shows the mechanical layout of the VCUUV. It can be roughly divided into four
distinct sections: the nose, hull, tail and caudal fin.
The nose is composed of rubber and is intended to help absorb the impact caused by unintentional
collisions that may occur in a testing environment such as a pool.
The nose is attached to a dry carbon fiber hull that houses the batteries, electronics and hydraulic
system that power the system. The hull is composed of two sections that are joined by an anodized
aluminum ring. These sections can be detached to service the components inside the hull. Two
pectoral fins for controlling depth are located in this region. They are free to rotate about one axis
that is perpendicular to the hull at that point.
The tail is attached to the aft section of the hull. It is composed of three aluminum links and a
caudal fin whose angular positions are driven by hydraulic cylinders. The links are surrounded by
epoxy coated pvc foam disks. These disks give the VCUUV the form of a tuna tail while providing
both buoyancy and flexibility. These disks are covered with scales and a skin which effectively
provide a smooth boundary between the tail and water.
Figure 2-1: VCUUV
2.1.1 Actuation Scheme
The VCUUV is capable of achieving motion and control similar to its biological inspiration. Specif-
ically, the VCUUV propels and steers itself via tail movements, like a fish. The VCUUV, however,
lacks a swimming bladder and must use its pectoral fins for depth control. The pectoral fins may
also be used for roll and pitch control although it is believed that this will be unnecessary. The
pectoral fins also make banked turns possible by counter-rotating them.
Tail
Figure 2-3 shows the VCUUV tail. It is a hydraulic actuator that is based on the recirculating
hydraulic system shown in Figure 2-4. A DC motor drives the piston pump that provides the
system with hydraulic pressure. The fluid flows from the pump into a check valve (not shown) that
ensures that the fluid flows in only one direction. A high-pressure accumulator smoothes transients
caused by the piston pump and short periods of high demand. The four servo valves direct fluid
flow on either side of the four hydraulic cylinders which ultimately drive the angular position of each
link. Fluid from the cylinders is then recirculated back to the pump. A low pressure accumulator
smoothes the transients on the low pressure end of the accumulator. A pressure sensor is used to
monitor and control the hydraulic system pressure. Each cylinder has a position sensor which makes
it possible to control the cylinder position.
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Figure 2-3: VCUUV Tail
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Figure 2-4: VCUUV Hydraulic System
Although other actuation schemes were proposed, the hydraulic system offered better power
density, a simpler design and greater flexibility than the alternative designs.
The motion of the tail can be described by the fish tail motion used by Barrett in [3]. In particular,
the tail motion can be described in terms of a traveling wave with an amplitude envelope. It is given
by:
Ybody(X, t) = (C1 + C2x2)(sin(kx + wt))
where:
Ybody = transverse displacement of body k = = transverse displacement of body
x = displacement along the main axis k =2 = body wavelength
cl = linear wave amplitude envelope w = 27rf = = body wave frequency
c2 = quadratic wave amplitude envelope T = period of body wave
Tuna typically swim with wave lengths that are between 1.21 and 1.31 times the body length of
the fish. The body wave frequency depends upon the speed of the fish. It can be determined by the
following equation:
wTIP
St# =
where:
St# = Strouhal Number
TIP = maximum excursion of the traling edge of the tail foil peak to peak
U = forward velocity of tuna
St# is a nondimensional frequency whose value is typically between .3 and .45 for fish [3]. TIP
is typically between .15 and .20 times the body length of a tuna [3].
Since the tail beat frequencies of fish have been observed to increase linearly with their forward
velocities, this equation can be used to estimate the speed of a robotic fish. To do this, one must
manipulate the tail with a given set of parameters, measure its speed and compute its Strouhal
number. Then using the same parameters one can estimate the speed of the fish by using an
identical set of parameters but a different wave frequency.
Barret employed a genetic algorithm to determine the values of these parameters that resulted in
optimal efficiency. Since the VCUUV project is first interested in being able to control the vehicle,
it will initially use the values that Barret determined to be optimal for RoboTuna. If time permits,
these value will be optimized for the VCUUV. Assuming these parameters, however, a tail wave
frequency of about 1.4 Hz will result in a VCUUV speed of approximately 3.9 knots.
Although fish maneuvering has been studied, its kinematics has not been characterized com-
pletely. Previous work includes [2] in which Anderson details the fluid motion induced by manuev-
ering fish. One of the goals of the VCUUV project is to understand better the kinematics of fish
swimming via experiments. Note that experiments with real fish are often difficult to perform since
fish are notoriously uncooperative.
Pectoral Fins
The rotational angle of each pectoral fin is controlled by a "Smart Motor" a commercial device that
consists of a brushless motor with an encoder and microcontroller. One can control the rotational
position of the motor shaft by simply sending position commands to the microcontroller via an
RS232 link. The pectoral fins were designed by Stephen Bellio, a Draper Engineer.
2.2 Electronics
Figure 2-5 shows the primary components of the VCUUV electronics. The major units include
the Power Unit, the Tail Sensors, the Navigation Electronics, the PC/104 Stack, the Hydraulic
Power Unit, the Servo Valves and the Safety Monitor. This section briefly describes the role of each
unit in the VCUUV.
2.2.1 Power Unit
The Power Unit provides the electrical power that runs the VCUUV. It converts the system bus
voltage, 60 Volts into 5, 12, 24, -12 and 15 Volt signals. The system bus voltage can be derived
from batteries located inside of the hull or from an external source via the Tether. The power unit
also allows power to be switched on and off via tether or hull switches which have been dubbed the
Run-Pause-Off switches for their three possible states. In the Run state, the VCUUV is completely
powered and is ready to run. The VCUUV is powered in the Pause state, although the Power Unit
de-asserts an enable signal low, which disables the VCUUV actuators. When the switch is turned
to the Off position, power is cut from the system. Finally, this module also contains a ground fault
detector to minimize potential shocks and ground shorts.
Hull Electronics
2.2.2 Tail Sensors
The Tail Sensors provide position and power information for each of the four links that make up the
tail. Each link has one position sensor, a linear potentiometer that is enclosed within the hydraulic
cylinder for that link. These sensors are used primarily for controlling the position of the links. Each
link also has a load cell that measures the force induced by the inertia and rotation of the link. The
PC/104 stack, which I describe below, processes the data from these sensors.
2.2.3 Navigation Electronics
The Navigation Electronics provides the VCUUV with primitive navigation information. It consists
of a compass, depth sensor and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The Tattletale Model 8
Microcontroller (TT8) processes the outputs from these sensors and sends the results to the PC/104
stack via an RS232 line. The TT8 also relays commands from the 486 to the pectoral fin smart
motors in a daisy chained RS232 link. Figure 2-6 shows the IMU and Figure 2-7 shows the TT8
with its signal conditioning circuitry.
2.2.4 PC/104 Stack
The PC/104 Stack is responsible for reading and processing the sensors and issuing commands to
the actuators. PC/104 is a industry standard method for packaging IBM PC compatible computers
in a small yet rugged foot print. A typical PC/104 module has an area of 3.8" x 3.6" and a height
of .75". Modules can be combined by simply stacking them onto each other. The VCUUV PC/104
stack, shown in Figure 2-8 consists of 7 modules: A 486 computer, an ethernet card, a DSP card, an
analog to digital converter, a digital input output card, a signal conditioning module and a digital
to analog converter.
The 486 computer is responsible for coordinating all the the activities in the system and data
logging. The ethernet module makes it possible to communicate with the 486 when the hull is closed
- this is useful for re-programming and downloading data sets that are stored on the hard drive.
The DSP card is responsible for controlling the tail. It reads the Tail Sensors and Hydraulic Power
Unit sensors that are filtered in the signal conditioning module before the Analog to Digital Converter
digitizes them. The DSP then processes these values and issues commands to the Hydraulic Power
Unit and the Servo Valves via a digital to analog converter. The digital to analog converter is
interfaced through the digital input output board.
The Hydraulic Power Unit is the hydraulic system actuator. It consists of a motor amplifier which
Figure 2-6: IMU
Figure 2-7: TT8 Microcontroller
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Figure 2-8: PC/104 Stack
Figure 2-9: Hydraulic Power Unit
drives the DC Motor that runs the pump. The motor has an encoder which is used to monitor its
speed and to ensure that the motor does not stall. A pressure sensor is used to close the loop on
the hydraulic pressure.
2.2.5 Servo Valves
The Servo Valves, shown in Figure 2-10 allow fluid to flow to and from the hydraulic cylinders that
determine the position of the tail links. Each tail link is controlled by one servo valve. Because each
link has a position sensor, it is possible to control their position via a closed control loop.
A 4-20 mA current command controls the valve opening of each servo valve. If the hydraulic
fluid is under puressure at the opening of the servo valve, the servo valve command controls the
flow rate into either chamber of the hydraulic cylinder connected to the valve. As the fluid fills the
cylinder chamber, the cylinder piston is pushed which consequently causes the corresponding tail
link to move. Thus, hydraulic pressure and the current command to the servo valves control the
angular velocity of the tail links.
Figure 2-10: Servo Valves
2.2.6 Safety Monitor
The Safety Monitor is responsible for disabling the actuators whenever the it loses contact with the
main computer. Figure 2-11 shows the Safety Monitor. Jeffrey Foran, an undergraduate, designed
and built the Safety Monitor using a PIC (a small, inexpensive, low-power 8-bit microcontroller
available from Microchip).
Figure 2-11: Safety Monitor

Chapter 3
Electronic System Goals
This chapter describes the design goals of the VCUUV electronics and why those requirements are
important to the VCUUV.
3.1 Safety
The most important aspect of the VCUUV electronics is that they promote the safety of the operator,
the environment and the vehcile itself. It is clear that the safety of the operator should be of
paramount importance. The system should not, for example, give dangerous electric shocks to the
user. Since the VCUUV test environment will typically be a large indoor tank, measures should be
taken to avoid collisions with the tank boundaries. Finally, the VCUUV must protect itself from
hull leaks, hydraulic leaks and over-temperature conditions as well as collisions. Losing the VCUUV
would be an enormous loss of time, effort and money!
3.2 Power
The VCUUV electronics must provide sufficient power for actuators and payload. Thus the VCUUV
power systems must be able to provide the correct voltage levels and sufficient current for all of the
devices on board the system.
3.3 Control
The sensors, actuators, and computers must be sufficient for controlling the system. Since the
primary goal of the VCUUV is to demonstrate improved maneuverability and greater propulsive
efficiency via fish-like motion, the electronics must be able to control the tail and measure its power
output. Demonstrating improved maneuverability, however, also requires that some navigation
sensing. Measurement of the roll, pitch and yaw performance is also desirable since it is uncertain
how the tail motion will effect these parameters. Enough computational power should be available
to control the system using potentially complex control systems.
3.4 Data Logging
The VCUUV must have sufficient data logging capability so that the actual system performance can
be tracked and debugged as necessary. These variables include tail sensor values, navigation sensor
values, safety monitor readings and actuator command values.
3.5 Communication
One should be able to communicate with the VCUUV without opening the hull. Since the VCUUV is
a prototype vehicle, it is very likely that large data sets will be frequently downloaded. Furthermore,
it is also likely that the mission script parameters will frequently change.
3.6 Construction
Finally, it must be built as quickly and economically as possible. The VCUUV project is anticipated
to reach completion within two years with a limited amount of funds and resources.
3.7 Other Issues
Many desirable features of any robotic system are not included in these design goals.
The VCUUV electronics do not need be optimized in terms of power consumption. In general,
lower power components often imply less computational power. It was considered preferable to have
an oversized computer rather than an undersized computer since the extra computational power can
be used to evaluate more complex algorithms. Efforts should be made, however, to ensure that the
power consumption remains reasonable.
Similarly, the smallest and lightest components do not have to be used. Although space and
weight are certainly limiting factors, components that are easy to integrate are preferrable to tiny
components that are difficult to use.
Although these are very desirable attributes, the exact requirements of the VCUUV are not
completely specified - indeed the VCUUV project is intended to better understand what is required
to control a robotic fish. After robotic fish swimming is better understood, component selection and
integration can be optimized over power consumption, size and weight.

Chapter 4
System Integration
This section describes how the VCUUV electronics meets each of the design goals described in
the previous chapter. When appropriate I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of alternative
solutions.
4.1 Safety
As mentioned in the previous chapter, safety was the most important concern of the VCUUV design.
In particular, the safety of the operator, environment and vehicle are at stake.
The operator is subject to two potential dangers: electric shock and collisions with the vehicle.
The former problem is intensified because an operator may be working with the vehicle in water
where the potential for an electric shock is increased. To minimize this hazard, a ground fault
detector was installed on the main power bus (60V) to effectively remove power whenever a fault is
detected. This circuitry was designed by Mark Little, a Draper engineer. All of the selected DC to
DC converters have current limiters that minimize the damage that can be caused by a short.
Collisions pose a threat to the operators, the vehicle test environment and the vehicle itself.
Several steps were taken to minimize these risks. The custom digital to analog converter (in the
PC/104 stack) that controls the tail of the vehicle was built with a watchdog timer that forces
the the actuators to their off state whenever it is not toggled. Thus, if the DSP that controls the
tail actuators crashes, the tail will immediately stop any tail motion. Furthermore, if the Safety
Monitor loses communication with the 486 (in the PC/104 stack) that makes the major vehicle
decisions, it will also force the actuators to their off position. The vehicle can be stopped by either
the Run/Pause/Stop switch on the vehicle hull or by a signal sent along the tether. Mark Little also
designed this circuitry. As a last resort, the tether can be used to pull the vehicle away from the
operator.
Sonars could have also been used to help avoid collisions. Although sonars were investigated, no
satisfactory solution was found since packaging has proven to be a formidable problem. The sonar
transducers we investigated were typically three inches in diameter or larger. Although the VCUUV
does not currently include a sonar, this option is still being investigated further.
Acoustic switches are also being pursued. These switches would make it possible to turn the
actuators off in the event of a program failure.
The Safety Monitor indicates over-temperature conditions, leaks and losing contact with the 486
by flashing the LEDs in the Status Indicator. When the Safety Monitor and 486 can communicate,
it sends the status of the LEDs to the 486.
4.2 Power
The VCUUV has several devices that operate on different voltage levels. The current requirement
for each of these devices must be met for the proper operation of the vehicle. I specified the power
requirements of the components and the DC to DC converters which Mark Little subsequently
integrated.
4.2.1 Bus Voltage and Power
The first step in designing a power system is to choose the primary bus voltage. The VCUUV
uses a 60V bus, a choice that was largely influenced by the VCUUV motor and pump selection. In
general, the pump and motor selection was severely limited by the number of available pumps with
sufficiently high power outputs. The motor and pump were sized by Peter Kerrebrock.
The VCUUV derives its bus voltage from two different sources. The first source, which is the
expected nominal use, is from the on-board batteries. The VCUUV batteries are sealed lead acid
cells primarily because they are typically less expensive than other battery types. Furthermore,
sealed lead acid cells can be easily recharged with a simple power supply. The tradeoff, however, is
that their energy density is poor compared to other competing technologies. Table 4.1 summarizes
the types of batteries available. It is derived primarily from [9].
The VCUUV team hoped to be able to operate on battery power for approximately 3 hours. To
appropriately size the batteries one must know, approximately, the power required by the system
components. Table 4.2 lists the power consumption of each of the major system blocks shown in
Battery Chemistry Recharge Energy Density Cell Voltage
(Whr/kg) (Volts)
Alkaline No 130 1.5
Lead-Acid Yes 40 2.0
Lithium No 300 3.0
NiCd Yes 38 1.2
NiMh Yes 57 1.3
Table 4.1: Battery Chemistry
Component Power Source
(Watts)
Status Indicator .30 Vendor Data
Power Unit 28.2 Estimated
Hydraulic Power Unit 156.00 Simulation
Tail Sensors 1.90 Estimated
PC/104 Stack 38.40 Measured
Servo Valves 8.00 Vendor Data
Safety Monitor 1.00 Estimated
Navigation Electronics 35.00 Estimated
Table 4.2: Power Consumption
Figure 2-2.
Because the total power requirement of the system is about 259W at 60V, we need a battery
consisting of 5 12V cells with a 17.64 Amp-hour capacity at a 4.31 Amperes draw. The VCUUV
uses 5 Power-Sonic PS-12180 sealed lead acid cells which have an 18 Amp-hour capacity at a 20 hour
discharge rate. According to the Power Sonic literature, at a draw of 4.31 amperes, these batteries
are expected to last about 3 hours. These were the largest batteries that could practically fit within
the VCUUV. Each cell measures 7.13" x 2.99" x 6.57" and weighs about 13 lbs.
Due to space limitations inside of the hull, longer untethered operation times would require
switching to a different battery chemistry, which would become cost prohibitive. Many operations,
however, do not require complete autonomy. For example, simple initial tests to ensure that the
vehicle is functioning properly do not always need complete autonomy. Thus, a practical way to
extend the vehicle's operation time is to power it via a tether. This circuitry was designed by Mark
Little. A barrier diode prevents the battery and external power supplies from discharging into each
other while allowing the power source to be switched without interrupting the power flow.
Voltage Current Power Components
(Volts) (Amps) (Watts)
-15 .50 7.50 Navigation Electronics
-12 .50 6.00 PC/104, Safety Monitor
5 5.08 25.40 Status Indicator, PC/104, Safety Monitor
12 0.67 .92 Tail Sensors, PC/104, Safety Monitor
15 0.83 12.50 PC/104, Navigation Electronics
24 1.17 24.00 Servo Valves, Navigation Electronics
Table 4.3: Power Requirements
4.2.2 System Component Power Requirements
Although the 60V bus is appropriate for powering the motor, it is not appropriate for powering most
electronic devices. Off the shelf components typically require voltages in the range of -15V to 24V.
Table 4.3 summarizes the power requirements of the system.
There are two primary devices that one can use to change the voltage of a given voltage source.
The simplest device is the linear regulator whose output voltage is always between the input voltage
and ground. These devices reduce the voltage by dissipating the excess energy as heat. Thus, if
we sought to power a 5V device at .1A via a 60V bus, (60v-5V) * .1A = 5.5W of power would be
dissipated as heat. The efficiency of these devices is dependent on the difference between the input
and output voltages.
By contrast, switching regulators pump current into a capacitor or inductor and are able to
produce arbitrary output voltages. Off the shelf regulators typically achieve efficiencies between
75% and 90% and are therefore more desirable than linear regulators when the input and output
voltages difference is large and the current draw is significant. Furthermore, switching regulators
must be used to generate negative voltages from positive voltages.
The increased efficiency of switching regulators does not come for free. Switching regulators
typically have noisier outputs than linear regulators. Furthermore, switching regulators induce
noise into nearby circuits since they switch potentially large currents on and off at high frequencies.
The VCUUV uses a hybrid strategy for powering the system devices. In general, switching
converters were used to power any off the shelf component that requires a significant current draw
at a given voltage. These centralized power devices are almost required because commercial DC to
DC converters with 60V inputs tend to be fairly large. Custom components, low power devices or
devices that require a cleaner power supply can then be powered by linear regulators that derive
their power from the DC to DC converters. As the number of system components grow, power can
Part Number
LPB5S
LPB12D
NRB15D
NRB24S
Maximum Power
(Watts)
50
75
25
30
Efficiency
(%)
80
84
84
87
Ripple Voltage
(Volts)
.050
.050
.050
.050
Table 4.4: Switching Power Regulators
easily be tapped from the given supplies and converted if necessary.
The VCUUV has four switching regulators that provide -15V, -12V, 5V, 12V, 15V and 24V.
These switching regulators are available from Pico electronics and have efficiencies above 75%.
These particular devices were chosen primarily because of they are short lead time items and can
be purchased in small quantities. Similar components are available froim other vendors such as
Vicor. Table 4.4 summarizes the specified power converters. Mark Little integrated the DC to DC
converters as part of the Power Unit assembly.
4.3 Control
The primary objective of the VCUUV is to demonstrate improved maneuverability and propulsive
efficiency. Its sensor suite and computational power must be sufficient to achieve this goal. This sec-
tion first explains the sensor requirements and how the VCUUV electronics meet these requirements.
It then describes the computational power required to control the VCUUV.
4.3.1 Sensors
The VCUUV requires three main set of sensors so that it can be controlled. Tail sensors must return
position and power information so that the tail may be controlled and its power output measured.
Since the tail is a hydraulic device, sensors must also measure the hydraulic pressure of the system.
Finally, to measure maneuverability, a set of navigation sensors are also needed.
Tail Sensors
The Tail Sensors must be sufficient to control the tail and measure its power output.
The selected position sensors consist of four linear potentiometers (each are approximately
800 ohms each) which measure the linear displacement of the Smart Cylinders, hydraulic cylinders
available from Oildyne, in which they are embedded. The Smart Cylinders were selected primarily
Converter
5 Volts
+/-12 Volts
+/-15 Volts
24 Volts
because they eliminate the need for fitting more sensors into the mechanical design of the system.
Peter Kerrebrock specified these sensors.
For control system performance, it is often desirable to have the derivative of the control variable.
Since sufficiently small velocity sensors do not seem to exist for the tail, the system differentiates
the output of these sensors explicitly. This operation is performed by Signal Conditioning board in
the PC/104 Stack and is described in the following chapter.
Four load cells are used to measure the power output of the system. Four Sensotec Model 31
load cells were chosen. These are conventional 350 ohm bridge circuits with a 10V excitation and
a 20mV differential output. Since the position and force applied to a link at any given moment
are known, the power output of the tail can be computed. The performance of the propulsion can
then be compared to conventional propeller based vehicles by measuring the resulting speed of the
VCUUV at that power. Peter Kerrebrock also specified these sensors.
Hydraulic System Sensors
Since the VCUUV is hydraulically actuated, it must have a sensor to sense the fluid pressure. I
specified the Omega PX600 pressure which can measure pressure in various ranges from 500 to 3000
PSI and can withstand a vacuum. It is a bridge circuit with a 5V excitation and 10mV differential
output. I selected this unit because of its small size and temperature compensation. Although
smaller and cheaper units are available, they typically lack temperature compensation. This is
problematic since the temperature of hydraulic fluid can change dramatically depending upon the
load.
Once again, it is desirable to have the change in pressure with respect to time for control reasons.
Since no commercially available sensor was found, the derivative of the pressure sensor output is
explicitly computed on the Signal Conditioning board.
Navigation Sensors
Navigation sensors are required to measure the maneuverability of the VCUUV. In general, the
biggest concerns are maintaining and changing heading while maintaining a given depth. Other
concerns include monitoring the speed, roll and pitch of the vehicle.
The navigation sensor suite currently lacks several sensors. These omissions are explained here.
Tracking systems are not required and were not considered since the typical VCUUV mission will
be shorter than a few ininutes. Tracking systems tend to be large and expensive and will only be
considered in the future when they are become an essential part of the VCUUV missions. Speed
sensors were investigated, but no suitable sensor was found. There are two main categories of speed
sensors. The first use a paddle wheel to determine the fluid flow across the vehicle. These typically
require a speed of more than 1 knot to even get a reading and tend not to be very accurate. The
second type uses the Doppler effect between two transducers to measure the vehicle speed. Although
these tend to be very accurate, the distance between the transducers was prohibitively large for the
VCUUV.
Instead, inertial measurement units (IMUs) were considered to measure the vehicle rotation and
acceleration, compasses to measure the heading and depth sensors to measure the vehicle depth.
Over short time spans, the accelerometers can be used to estimate the vehicle speed.
Although IMUs can be constructed out of individual components, it is much easier to purchase a
single unit with all of the required functionality. This eliminates mechanical problems (such as axis
alignment) and electronic integration issues. In general, an IMU with three-axis angular rotation
rate sensors was desired to measure the roll, pitch and yaw rates of the VCUUV. Furthermore,
three-axis accelerometers were desired to measure the forward acceleration of the vehicle, its pitch
and its turning radius.
Rough estimates were made to determine the required range of these sensors. To estimate the
maximum rotation rate of the vehicle, we assume that the vehicle can travel no faster when it turns
than when it is swimming straight. Furthermore, we assume that it has a minimum turning radius.
With these assumptions, we can estimate the maximum rotation rate with the following formula:
360oVm,,
Wmax 2 7rrmin
Since the maximum anticipated velocity is 5 knots and the anticipated minimum turning radius
is about 4 feet, the maximum turning rate is 1220/s.
By assuming that the maximum acceleration is experienced when turning one can derive the
maximum acceleration that a given axis will experience:
V2ax
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From the values given above, the maximum acceleration that will be experienced is 17.8 feet/s 2
or about .556 g's. We must also account for gravity which is 1 g across the axis of gravity (the Z
axis).
Since the orientation of the vehicle, roll and pitch rates and gravity also effects these values, one
must be certain to account for these by choosing an IMU with slightly larger ranges.
Axis Max Rotation Rate Max Acceleration
degs Gs
X 200 5
Y 200 5
Z 500 5
Table 4.5: IMU Parameters
I chose the Systron Donner Motion Pak IMU to fill these needs. It has three accelerometers and
three rotation rate gyros. Table 4.5 summarizes the ranges of these sensors. In general, the range
of all of the rates were oversized to ensure that the sensors would never saturate. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the sensors will be less sensitive to minute changes which could prove to be
important.
The maximum rotation rates and accelerations estimated here are not experienced over all of
the axes. However, for simplicity, the IMU selected has the same maximum rotation rates and
accelerations on all of its axis. Table 4.5 summarizes the characteristics of the Motion Pak.
Depth finders and sealed gauge pressure transducers can be used to compute the depth of the
vehicle. Since depth finders are typically larger and require more electronics than pressure trans-
ducers, the latter device was selected to measure pressure. Note that the pressure reading from the
pressure transducer is only an approximate indication of the vehicle depth since the conversion is
dependent on atmospheric pressure and water temperature and the speed of the vehicle.
Since the typical test environment for the VCUUV is a chlorinated water tank, an inexpensive,
replaceable pressure transducer was desirable. The Model 93 from EG&G IC Sensors was selected
because it is relatively inexpensive ($100), accurate to .25% and can be interchanged without mod-
ifying any gains or proportionality constants. It has stainless steel diaphragm which provides some
resistance to the chlorine. The sensor, however, is fairly large since it fits into a 1/4" NPT fitting.
Furthermore, it requires a current 1 mA current excitation rather than conventional voltage excita-
tion - thus more circuitry is required to power the unit than typical pressure transducers. A 15 psig
sensor was selected, which gives a depth range to about 34 feet.
The Vector 2GX compass is being used to measure the absolute orientation of the VCUUV. This
is an inexpensive ($100) gimbaled, 2-axis magnetometer that outputs a reading in the Motorola
Synchronous Peripheral Interface (SPI) format, twice a second. It claims to achieve 2 degree accuracy
after calibration. Since local magnetic fields in a testing tank could dramatically alter the compass
reading, it is uncertain how well any compass would perform. Thus, this compass is primarily being
used as a test bed. Much better and faster compasses are available, although they are larger and
more expensive. Because the Vector 2GX compass has only two magnetometers and is gimbaled,
its output will not be accurate when the vehicle is accelerating. A non-gimbaled version is also
available, except this unit will not perform well when the vehicle is pitching and rolling. Other
commercially available compasses feature three-axis magnetometers, a strategy that eliminates this
problem.
4.3.2 Computational Power
The VCUUV electronics must have enough computational power and daia bandwidth so that the
system can be controlled reliably. Before estimating the bandwidth and-computation required, I
first explain why the particular PC/104 stack was selected.
Computer System Overview
Although many different open industrial bus designs exist such as PC/104, VME and Compact PCI,
the PC/104 standard has recently become very popular because of its software compatibility with
standard IBM PC desktop computers. Its hardware interface is also identical to the 16-bit ISA bus
found on PCs except the pin configuration is in a different format. Consequently, there are a large
number of PC/104 devices and the software support for PC/104 components tends to be better than
competing technologies. Economies of scale and mass production also make it possible to produce
PC/104 components for less than similar components for other architectures. Because PC/104 cards
stack onto each other, the size of the stack grows linearly with the number of devices. By contrast,
other architectures use backplanes in which cards are inserted into slots. Unused slots simply result
in wasted area. Finally, PC/104 cards tend to be smaller than other technologies.
A number of propriety architectures also exist, although the support and expandability of these
platforms tend to be poor since they are only supported by one manufacturer.
A Parvus PC/104 carrier board with an Okidata 100 MHz 486/DX4 processor card was selected
to be the heart of the system. The Parvus carrier allows the processor to be swapped if a slower (for
power conservation) or faster processor is desired, without the need to change connectors. At the
time it was selected, the system had more peripheral support (memory, hard drive controller and
serial ports) than other systems that typically required separate boards for each new component.
It was also assumed that the tail would require its own separate controller for computation and
bandwidth reasons. The biggest concern was that the 486, while running an operating system, would
not be able to control the tail reliably while running other tasks (such as data logging). For the
same reason conventional UUVs use a separate controller to control their propellers and pectoral
fins. Unlike propeller controllers, which are relatively simple and well understood, the tail control
is fairly complex and not completely modeled. Consequently, it was considered essential to be able
to transfer the data from the controller to the 486 for debugging and tuning purposes. Since a large
amount of data must be logged, a high bandwidth connection between the tail controller and 486
was considered essential.
The Traquair HEPC2104 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) card was chosen to control the tail. It
uses a 60 MFLOPS (millions of floating point operations per second) Texas Instrument C40 DSP
that communicates with the 486 via the PC/104 bus with data rates up to 2 Megabytes per second.
I chose this card to control the tail because of its processor speed and high bandwidth connection
to the 486 and very modest operating system that gives the programmer greater control over the
processor time slicing. The HEPC2104 communicates with peripheral devices via three different
communication ports. The VCUUV has two of these components, which are also manufactured and
sold by Traquair. The HEGD1, is a 16 channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter with sampling
rates up to 117 kHz. This card reads the Tail Sensors and the sensors in the Hydraulic Power Unit.
The HEGD4 is a 120 bit digital input and output card that controls a custom digital to analog card
which ultimately commands the actuators. All of these cards have a low power mode that reduces
their power consumption when they are not use.
I selected the Traquair system because of its computational power, high data transfer rate and
power down mode. Because it excelled in these areas it was believed that this card would be more
than sufficient for controlling the tail.
In retrospect, an alternate approach now seems to be a more attractive. By using another PC/104
486 as the tail controller, one would reduced the number of different types of components and
development environments and still yield adequate performance. In this scenario the tail controller
would use more standard and cheaper analog to digital converter cards and digital input output
cards. Furthermore, since the power draw of the Traquair cards is significant when they are being
used, it might be able to save power. The main disadvantages of this configuration is that an extra
ethernet card would be required. The tail computer would have to run networking software to
communicate over the ethernet and some operating system which might make dealing with time
slicing problematic. Furthermore, this system would lack a power down feature. Nevertheless, these
problems do not appear to be insurmountable and this approach should be investigated in the future.
To reduce the number of analog lines to the main processor, and to reduce the size of the processor
stack, it is often desirable to place lower bandwidth devices on a simple network. In this scenario,
small, local processors translate sensor outputs into network packets and actuator commands sent
from main computers into commands that the actuators understand. This basic architecture makes
it possible to easily add and remove "smart" devices from the system without the need for adding
and removing special cards and a rat's nest of wires.
The difficulty with this scheme, however, is that many vendors support their own proprietary
network and no network standard is considered standard. Thus, the "smart" devices that are already
available use different protocols for communication. To get any network of devices to work, therefore,
requires considerable custom hardware even when the purchased devices are already "smart."
Draper Laboratory is currently researching the competing technologies in an attempt to define,
in the least, a lab-wide robot networking standard. Subsequently, the VCUUV team has made no
attempt to solve this problem, but instead focussed on integrating its own components as quickly
and economically as possible.
Since the PC/104 486 has two serial ports, these can be used to communicate with lower band-
width devices. I chose to dedicate the Safety Monitor to one of these serial ports to preempt the
possibility of another device interfering with the Safety Monitor and to keep the Safety Monitor
code as simple as possible. The other serial port connects to the TT8, a small computer that uses
the 16 MHz Motorola 68332. This particular unit was specifically chosen since it already features
an 8 channel 12-bit analog to digital converter, the SPI interface that the Vector 2GX requires and
potentially up to eight serial ports that are emulated in the Time Processor Unit (TPU) of the
68332. The TT8, then, is simply being used as a port farm for the 486 computer. The high level of
integration of the TT8 significantly simplifies device integration. Since the TT8 communicates with
the 486 over a serial port, it is limited to transfer rates of about 100 kilobits per second (kbps).
The TT8 is currently used to send commands to the smart motors and to receive data from the
IMU, Vector 2GX and Model 93. Mohan Gurunathan was responsible for integrating these sensors
into the VCUUV.
Bandwidth Requirement Analysis
It is now possible to show that the specified system is sufficient for controlling the fish. One must
first estimate the bandwidth required for communication between the sensors and their respective
processors and actuators to ensure that sufficient bandwidth exists. Then one must demonstrate
that there is sufficient computational power for maintaining the control loop.
A general rule of thumb for estimating the required sample rate of a digital control system is to
choose a sample rate that is at least 20 times the maximum system bandwidth as suggested by [12].
Thus, to control a system with a maximum bandwidth of 1.5 Hz, one should sample at 30 Hz. There
are two issues that come into play. The first involves the Nyquist Sampling Criterion which requires
that one must sample at twice the frequency of the input to avoid aliasing. The second issue is a
matter of smoothness - For smooth control, one must sample at much higher frequencies than the
maximum system frequency.
Since we are interested in any yaw that the tail motion might induce into the heading of the
vehicle and the maximum anticipated tail frequency is 1.5 Hz, we require approximately 30 Hz
control loop for navigation. The following is an estimate of the communication bandwidth required
between the sensors, the processor and the pectoral fins.
Each input and output of the Motion Pak, Vector 2GX, Model 93 and the two Smart Motor
pectoral fins, can fit into two byte words. Since the Motion Pak has 6 outputs, the Vector 2GX has
1 output, the Model 93 has 1 output and the Pectoral Fins each have one 1 input, at least 10 words
or 20 bytes must be transferred in each loop iteration. Since the loop frequency is 30 Hz, we need
to be able to transfer about 600 bytes per second. This neglects any protocol overhead which we
assume to be about 1.2 Thus we must transfer about 720 bytes of information each second.
Because this is a relatively slow data rate, we can transfer this information over a standard serial
port which transmits 9 bits for each byte. Consequently, the control system required a data transfer
rate of about 7.2 kbits which is substantially lower then the 100 kbits of available bandwidth.
Similarly, since the maximum system bandwidth of the tail is 1.5 Hz it too can be controlled by
a 30 Hz control loop. A higher bandwidth is desirable for the tail, however, to make its motion as
smooth as possible. I therefore chose a control loop bandwidth of about 100 Hz.
The HEPC2104 must process 4 position sensors, 1 pressure sensor, 5 derivatives of sensor read-
ings, 4 load cells and one speed sensor.The analog to digital converter must be able to sample at
2.800 kHz. The HEGD1, therefore, is more than adequate since it can sample at 117 kHz.
The HEPC2104 must also control 5 actuators through a custom digital to analog converter card
that is interfaced through the HEGD4 digital input output board. Assuming that each actuator
command requires 10 sequences to the digital input output card, the HEGD4 must be able to
communicate with the HEPC2104 at about 5.0 kHz. Since the bandwidth between the two devices
is limited only by the comport connection, which communicates at 2.0 MHz, there is more than
enough bandwidth to communicate with the actuators.
Computational Power Analysis
Given an approximate control loop frequency and a rough estimate of the control algorithm being
used, it is possible to estimate the amount of computational power required to operate the loops. We
assume that all computation is done using floating point variables since these are generally easier
to deal with and more appropriate than integers for implementing a control system that will be
changed frequently.
The heading and depth control can most likely be implemented as a simple PID controller. PID
control is a simple control scheme that uses the error, the integration of the error and the derivative
of the error between the desired and actual control variable. Each iteration of a PID controller will
tend to require fewer than 30 floating point operations per cycle. Since both depth and heading
loops must be maintained at a 30 Hz rate, about 1800 floating point operations would be require.
Since the 486, which is responsible for maintaining heading and depth, can achieve over 1 MFLOPS,
these control loops should be easily realizable.
By the same reasoning a simple PID controller on the tail would require about 15000 floating
point operations per second. Since the DSP peaks at 60 MFLOPS and can practically achieve about
6 MFLOPS, a simple PID controller for the tail should also be easily realizable.
It is uncertain, however, that a PID controller will result in sufficient control for the tail. Other
control schemes may require far more computational power. One possibility is that control of all of
the links and pressure are so heavily coupled that their control can not be considered independent.
In this situation it may be necessary to solve a series of equations involving the five control variables
and their derivatives. If the equations are linear, this reduces to Gaussian elimination on a 10 x
10 matrix which requires about 1300 floating point operations. To operate at 100 Hz, we would
need .13 MFLOPS of computational power. If the equations are non-linear, then any iterative solver
must converge sufficiently in fewer than 60 iterations, assuming that 6 MFLOPS can be achieved. Of
course any iterative solver has other overhead costs that must be accounted for and the DSP is also
performing other functions which may also consume a small fraction of its computational resources.
This analysis certainly does not cover the exact requirements for a non-linear control system, but is
intended to indicate what the DSP is capable of achieving if a non-linear control system is required.
4.3.3 Data Logging
Since the VCUUV is an experimental system, it is important to log as much information as possible.
This section roughly estimates the bandwidth and data storage requirements.
Assuming we wanted to log every sensor sample and actuator command we would have a data
bandwidth of approximately 5000 bytes per second. At this rate, a three hour run would result in
approximately 52 megabytes of data storage.
Typical IDE drives that the 486 computer uses can transfer data at rates in the range of megabytes
per second, which is more than enough for the needs of the VCUUV. Furthermore, typical, modern
hard drives can store over 1 gigabyte of storage which would be enough for nearly 2.5 days of
operation.
In general, desktop hard drives are generally not well suited for environments that experience
rapid accelerations. Hard drives designed for portable computers, however, can typically withstand
10Gs of force while operating - this is far more force than the VCUUV will experience. These drives
are compact, consume less than 3 Watts while operating and are readily available.
The large datasets can be downloaded via the Ethernet card which has a maximum transfer speed
of 10 million bits per second (MBPS). There are many different Ethernet connection standards
Currently the most popular standards are called 10B-2 and 10B-T. The former allows several different
compouters to be daisy-chanied via a properly terminated coaxial line. The latter method allows
point-to-point connections via two twisted pairs wires. We chose the 10B-2 implementation because
the typical maximum allowable length of its wire is about 500 feet which is more than sufficient for
our needs. 10B-2 requires only two wires where 10B-T requires four. The disadvantage of 10B-2,
however, is that its coaxial line has a wider diameter than 10B-T wire. Furthermore, the range
of 10B-T is about 1000 feet, which is nearly twice the range of 10B-2. Finally, 10B-T is generally
preferred in large networks in where many computers are connected since one bad connection will
not compromise the entire network. Although 10B-T has many advantages over 10B-2, none of them
are neccessary for the purposes of the vehicle.
4.3.4 Construction
Since the VCUUV resources were limited and because the vehicle had to be developed in less than two
years, the electronics generally sought to use off the shelf components whenever possible. Although
more efficient or appropriate components could have been designed, the development of these devices
would have been a significant distraction from the actual construction of the vehicle. To further
speed development, we chose to use well supported components, such as the PC/104 computer
system or devices that the lab has some familiarity using such as the Systron Donner Motion Pak.
Chapter 5
Custom Hardware
System integration often involves the design and construction of application specific hardware that
is used to interface the various system components. Although we sought to minimize the number of
custom electronics for the VCUUV, we were required to build several application specific boards.
In particular, Mark Little designed the Power Unit that integrates the DC to DC converters,
provides a ground fault detector and allows switching between battery and external power sources.
Mohan Guranthan interfaced the Compass, Depth Sensor and IMU to the TT8 Microcontroller.
Jeffrey Foran built the Safety Monitor.
I designed the Sensor Board and the Digital to Analog Converter Board that allow the HEPC2104
DSP to control the tail. This chapter explains the purpose of these boards, their design and their
construction.
5.1 Sensor Board
The purpose of the VCUUV sensor board is to power both the Tail Sesnors and the Hydraulic Power
Unit sensors and to provide signal conditioning for their outputs.
The tail sensors consist of four 350 Ohm, 2mv/V bridge, 10V load cells (Sensotec Model 31) and
four 800 Ohm linear potentiometer position sensors (Oildyne Smart Cylinders). The Hydraulic Power
Unit sensors include one 350 Ohm, 2mv/V bridge, 5V pressure transducer (Omega PX600) and one
differential, 1000 tick/turn, 5V encoder (Maxon HEDS 6010) that is attached to the motor (Maxon
RE075-201-32-GAC-200A). I wanted not only to power these sensors, but also to linearly convert
their output into +/-2.5V analog signals that the Traquair HEGD1 Analog to Digital converter
can read and send to the Traquair HEPC2104 DSP card. A part of this signal conditioning is
low-pass filtering. Furthermore, this board differentiates the readings of the position sensors and
potentiometers so that the derivative may be used for improved control.
5.1.1 Schematic Diagram
The schematic diagram shown in Figure 15-2 consists of several circuits which I desribe in this
section. Many of the circuits are based on similar circuits found in [8].
Sensor Power Circuit
The first major circuit is the power circuit which provides the 5V and 10V voltage sources required by
the analog sensors. The main components of this circuit are the LT1086 adjustable linear regulator
which provides 10V and the LM309-5 5V linear regulator. I specifically chose the LT1086 because
its minimum voltage drop is under 2V. By-pass capacitors filter the inputs and outputs of the linear
regulator, as recommended by the manufacturers.
Tachometer Circuit
The next circuit is a tachometer that produces a voltage that is proportional to the frequency of
The encoder. The DS26LS32 converts the differential output of the encoder into a simple TTL
waveform, which the LS393 then divides by a factor of eight so that the frequency is within the
range of the LM2917M frequency to voltage converter. The LM2917M converts this frequency input
into a voltage that is proportional to the input frequency. An LT1014 op-amp then buffers the
output of the LM2917. I used the LM2917M because of its availability and ease of use. I used the
LT1014, a quad precisicn op-amp package, because of its high package density.
Pressure Sensor Circuit
The pressure sensor signal conditioning amplifies the pressure sensor output, filters it and differ-
entiates it. An INA118 instrumentation amplifier amplifies the pressure sensor output. A single
pole 15 Hz passive low-pass filter filters this output and an LT1014 op-amp buffers this result. An
op-amp circuit differentiates the filtered signal with respect to time.
Tail Position and Load Circuit
The rest of the circuitry provides similar signal conditioning for the sensors in the tail. Each load cell
output goes through a conditioning circuit that is similar to the signal conditioning for the pressure
Link Mean Error Error Standard Deviation
Degrees Degrees
0 0 .045
1 0 .214
2 0 .249
Caudal Fin 0 .245
Table 5.1: Linearity of the Conversion of Stroke Length to Angular Position
transducer. The load cell outputs, however, are not differentiated since they are not being used
for control. The output of the position sensors is buffered, shifted, filtered and differentiated using
LT1014 op-amps.
Low-Pass Filters
The selection of a 15 Hz breakpoint for the low-pass filters is to prevent high-frequency noise from
affecting the performance of the control system due to alising effects. This filter does not introduce
significant phase lag since its 15 Hz breakpoint frequency is about 10 times higher than the antici-
pated maximum system frequency of 1.5 Hz. I chose a passive implementation for this filter for its
simplicity.
Note that the maximum system frequency is determined with respect to the angular position of
the links. The filters, however, are being applied to the linear displacement of the cylinder. Since
the conversion is non-linear, it is possible that the linear movement contains substantially higher
frequencies which the filter would cut and distort.
There are many different ways to show the severity of this problem. I chose to show that a linear
transformation could be used to closely approximate the conversion from cylinder length to angular
position. To do this, I computed the conversion from cylinder length to angular position along the
range of each of the cylinders and sampled along their working range. I then fit these results to
a line and computed the average error and standard deviation between the actual values and the
values approximated by the fit. From the results, shown in Table 5.1, one can infer that conversions
can be closely represented by a linear transformation. Figure 5-1 shows the actual mapping between
the cylinder length and angular position for each link. Only through very careful observation, one
can observe the non-linearities towards the end of the curves.
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Derivative Circuits
The pressure sensor and position sensor derivatives with respect to time may be computed in software
via the folowing formula:
dx xi+1 - xi
dt T
where:
x = sensor function
xi = sample taken at interval i
xi+1 = sample taken at interval i+1
T = sample period
As the sample rate T grows small, the difference between x1+1 and xi also grows small. Conse-
quently, as the control frequency rate increases the accuracy of the derivative calculation decreases
since the resolution of the Analog to Digital Converter is finite. I chose to eliminate this problem
by implementing the derivatives in hardware. Of course, this solution requires more hardware and
more analog to digital converter channels.
5.1.2 Layout
Because the circuit involves a large number of wires, I designed a custom printed circuit bcard.
The board was designed using EZBoard, a Microsoft Windows based circuit board program. It was
manufactured by APCircuits, a company that can typically produce the boards a day after they are
ordered. The overall board layout is shown in Figure 5-3. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the two board
layers respectively. Figure 5-6 is the component layer. Because I could not fit the board into the
standard PC/104 format, the board extends over slightly in one direction - specifically the same
direction that the Traquair HEGD1 and HEGD4 boards extend over.
5.1.3 Power
The board has three input power voltages: 5V, 12V and -12V. The 5V source is used in the digital
circuitry whereas the 12V and -12V is used to power the analog circuitry. The voltage levels required
to power the sensors are generated from two linear regulators.
To appropriately size the power regulators, one must estimate the power used by the sensors.
10V is used to power the load cells and the potentiometers that are in the tail. Although we could
have used different power supplies for each, we would like to minimize the number of pins to the
tail. The parallel resistance of these items is about 60.9 Ohms which implies the 10V source must
Figure 5-2: VCUUV Sensor Board Schematic Diagram
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Figure 5-4: Sensor Board Layout - Layer 1
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Figure 5-6: Sensor Board Layout - Mask Layer
Voltage Current Power
Volts mA Watts
-12 105.2 1.26
5 50 0.01
5A 24.3 0.12
10 164.3 1.64
12 269.5 3.23
Table 5.2: Sensor Board Power Consumption
source about 164.3 mA. The 350 Ohm pressure transducer requires 5V at about 14.3 mA. Call this
supply 5VA.
I used the digital 5V supply to power the encoder which requires about 50 mA. I used separate
5V sources so that the digital encoder does not induce noise into the pressure sensor reading.
The HEGD1 analog inputs have an input impedance of 680 Ohms. Since the maximum (or
minimum) value that any of the channels will reach is 2.5Vs (-2.5V) and because we are using 15
channels, then the current dissipated into the HEGD1 is 55.2 mA. The 12V (-12V) supply must
be able to provide that much power. Since 5VA and 10V is derived from 12V, we must add this
requirement to 12V supply. We assume that the remainder of the circuit requires less than 10 mA
at 5VA, 50 ma at 5V and 50 mA at 12V and -12V. Table 5.2 summarizes the requirements at each
voltage level:
To compute how much the board and the sensors dissipate, we must recall that the 5VA and
10V supplies are derived from the 12V supply. Therefore, we do not include their power dissipation.
The maximum power dissipation is the power dissipation into the HEGD1 inputs (.662 Watts) plus
the power dissipated by the sensors (2.27 Watts) plus the power dissipated by the components on
the board (1.17 Watts). Thus the total power dissipation is about 4.10 Watts.
5.2 Digital to Analog Converter Board
The purpose of the Digital to Analog Converter Board is to interface one Copley Controls Model 412
servo amplifier and four Textron servo valves to the Traquir DSP board. It consists of eight Digital
to Analog converters, six of which are used to control the motor amplifier and the servo valves.
It is usually desirable to use off the shelf items to reduce the number of components that must
be designed, built and tested. In this situation, however, it was desirable to build a custom board.
The Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) that Traquair sells (HEGD5) contains only four DACs.
Therefore, the VCUUV would require two DAC cards and each card consumes a considerable amount
of power - about 9 Watts each. Furthermore, even with the HEGD5, specialty electronics would still
be required to convert the DAC output into the required inputs of the Copley 412 and the Textron
servovalves. Finally, using two HEGD5 would leave no DSP comports available for future expansion.
For these reasons, I chose not to include the HEGD5 in the design.
As an alternative, I chose to build a custom DAC board that interfaces to the digital input output
card sold by Traquir (HEGD4). The HEGD4 consists of 120 input and output bits which would
leave ample room for future expansion. The power dissipation of the HEGD4 is about 2.5 Watts
and requires only one DSP comport if only the output functionality is used. The custom board
requires about 1.9 Watts of power, which brings the entire assembly to about 4.4 Watts of power.
The custom board, however, implements all of the desired functionality. Thus, with the custom
design we managed to save space, power and one comport. This design also allows further expansion
through the unused digital input and output pins and the remaining comport.
5.3 Schematic Diagram
Figure 5-7 is the schematic diagram of the actuator board. It consists of three distinct units: A
watchdog timer, DAC converters and signal conditioning.
The watchdog timer is a simple 556 circuit that resets the DAC converters to their midvalue
whenever the input frequlency is less than some threshold. The purpose of this circuit is to ensure
that all of the actuators are effectively turned off should the DSP crash. An additional input allows
one to remotely turn off the actuators via a simple digital signal. The circuit actually consists of two
cascaded missing edge detectors - one detects missing negative edges while the other detects miss-
ing positive edges. Commerically available watchdog timers are geared more towards momentarily
resetting a microprocessor and did not provide the desired functionality. The missing edge detector
cicuit is based upon the missing edge detector found in [7].
The two digital to analog converters (DAC8412) are quad 12-bit devices manufactured by Ana-
log Devices. These units were chosen for their density, availabilty and convenient DIP packages.
Furthermore, their reset functionality made the watchdog timer circuit particularly simple to imple-
ment.
The signal conditioning circuit simply provides the 0-10V that the Copley 412 requires and the
4-20mA current command that is required by each servo valve. Two A/D outputs must be used so
that the servo amplifier is correctly turned off when the watchdog input frequency is below its given
threshold. The DAC8412 resets its outputs to their midscale values which would effectively close
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Figure 5-7: VCUUV Digital to Analog Converter Board Schematic Diagram
the servo valves, but would continue to power the motor. Two 1K resistors protect the outputs from
accidental short circuits. The four AD694s convert the DAC8412 output into the servo valve current
commands. These map linearly the 0-10V output of the DAC8412 to the 4-20mA input of the servo
valves. Each AD694 has a 10V reference which serves as a convenient reference for the DAC8412.
5.4 Layout
Like the Sensor Board, the DAC Board was designed via EZBoard and produced by APCircuits.
The overall board layout is shown in Figure 5-8. Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show the two board layers.
Figure 5-11 is the component layer. The most important aspect of the board's physical layout is
that it fits in the standard PC/104 form factor.
5.5 Waveforms
This section shows the waveforms required to use this circuit. Figure 5-12 shows the watchdog
timer waveforms. Whenever the input frequency f, on WD is less than the Threshold Frequency,
the Watchdog output oscillates with frequency 2f as shown. This is acceptable because the A2D
converters center all of their values as soon as the watchdog output is asserted low. The watchdog
output is always zero when the enable input is deasserted low.
Figure 5-13 shows how to set the value of a D2A port. Assuming /CSO and /CS1 are initially
deasserted high, one must first assert /LDA low and assert the desired data value on DBO-DB11 and
the desired channel on AO-A1. Then the desired chip must be selected by asserting /CSO or /CS1
low. Then /CSO and /CS1 must be deasserted high.
5.6 Power
The worst case power consumption of the board is less than 2 Watts. This occurs when all four
AD694s are sending a 20 mA command in which case they consume about 1.2 Watts of power at
15V. The DAC8412's have a worst case power consumption of 350 mW each which brings the power
requirement to 1.9 Watts. The watchdog timer circuit and op-amp require less than .1 Watts to
operate.
Figure 5-8: Digital to Analog Converter Board Layout
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Figure 5-9: Digital to Analog Converter Board Layout - Layer 1
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Figure 5-10: Digital to Analog Converter Board Layout - Layer 2
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5.7 Setting the Watchdog Timer Threshold Time
The Watchdog Timer has two timing capacitors and resistors, labled R and C in the schematic
diagram. One pair is used to time how long the input may be asserted high while the other pair
determines how long the input may be deasserted low. They nominally have the same values.
When the input is asserted high or deasserted low, one of the capacitors will accumulate charge
until the voltage across it reaches 3.33V. This causes the output of the corresponding 555 timer to
be deasserted low since the capacitor is connected to the threshold input of the timer. The 555 then
drains the capacitor via its discharge pin. However, as long as the input frequency is high enough
such that the capacitor never reaches 3.33V, then, the 556 output will remain asserted high since
the trigger inputs will be asserted low and the threshold input voltage will always be lower than
1.67V.
Thus the threshold period P, is twice the time required for the capac'tor voltage, Vc, to reach
3.33V from OV.
Vc = 5(1 - e=) = 3.33V
t = -(21n(1 - RC .3))5
The frequency is therefore given by:
1
f 2RCln(3)
For R=100K and C = .2uF:
f = 22.7 Hz
If the control system frequency is 100 Hz and if the watchdog is toggled on each cycle, then the
watchdog input frequency would be 50 Hz. Considering the tolerances of components, the threshold
frequency of 22.7 Hz gives more than enough error margin for correct operation.

Chapter 6
System Software Goals
The goals of the VCUUV software reflect the goals of the electronic systems. Specifically, the software
should:
* Promote the safety of the VCUUV operators, environment and self.
* Provide the ability to control the VCUUV tail, depth, pitch and heading.
* Provide substantial data logging capabilities.
* Allow users to communicate with the VCUUV without opening the hull.
* Provide a simple, flexible and expandable architecture.
These goals, however, are fairly vague, especially since four different processors (486, DSP, TT8,
PIC) each with its own function must work together to achieve these goals. The purpose of this
chapter, then, is to explain in greater detail what the software on each processor must perform and
how these tasks relate to the goals stated above.
6.1 486
The software executing on the 486 is responsible for achieving several distinct goals - more than any
other processor in the VCUUV. I chose to place the largest and most volatile software base on the
486 since it is directly accessible and re-programmable via the Ethernet connection. That is, the
software that is most likely to change, will be placed on the most accessible processor. Thus, this
assumption implies a master-slave relationship between the 486 and the remaining processors: the
486 issues commands to which the remaining processors respond.
The 486 software must provide a communication layer so that it can communicate with the DSP,
TT8 and PIC.
The 486 is responsible for running control loops such as heading, depth and pitch. In general,
control involves receiving heading information from the TT8 (which reads the IMU, compass and
depth sensor) and issuing commands to the TT8 (which also controls the pectoral fins) and the DSP
(which controls the tail). To keep these loops as simple and flexible as possible, they should be
executed as separate threads or processes instead of one large monolithic loop.
Since the 486 controls the hard drive, it is also responsible for data logging. This involves logging
sensor values, actuator commands and other variables that may be of interest for data logging or
debugging purposes. The data, type of data and frequency of data update rates should be flexible
and variable.
The software on the 486 must allow VCUUV operators to access it without opening the hull.
The 486 should at least allow operators to reprogram the vehicle. Other possible features might
allow the user to read sensor values or issue commands to the pectoral fins or tail.
The software on the 486 must be flexible enough so that safety checks can be added easily.
These safety checks must be able to take over the system and bring it to a stable state if an error is
detected. Examples of safety checks the 486 may perform is the loss of communication with the PIC,
TT8 or DSP. Other possibilities include faults detected by these modules such as leaks, excessive
accelerations or tail fault:.
The 486 software must provide a communication layer so that it can communicate with the DSP,
TT8 and PIC.
6.2 DSP
The DSP software must control the tail. As discussed in Chapter 2 this involves the ability to send
a traveling wave down the tail. The envelope and frequency of this traveling wave must be variable.
Furthermore, the DSP software must also allow the user to add a variable bias angles to the tail
segments. Any changes to these parameters should be smooth so that the tail is never jerked.
The DSP software must also be able to control a pressure loop since the tail is a hydraulic
actuator.
The DSP must send its sensor, actuator command and other state information to the 486 for
data logging purposes. This implies that the DSP must also have software to communicate with the
486.
The DSP must detect and report faults to the 486 and enter a stable state when an error occurs.
Examples of faults include a potential pressure leak, excessive forces and motor stalls.
6.3 TT8
The TT8 must send its IMU, depth sensor and compass readings to the 486. It is also responsible
for transferring pectoral fin commands from the 486 to the pectoral fins. The software, then, must
include a module to communicate with the 486 and pectoral fins. If the TT8 loses communication
with the pectoral fins, it must notify the 486 of the problem.
6.4 PIC
The PIC must detect and report leaks and over-temperture conditions to the 486. It must send
its state information and RPO switch information to the 486. The PIC software must enable
communication between it and the 486.
The PIC is responsible for disabling actuators whenever it loses communication with the 486 or
whenever the 486 terminates its mission.
Finally, the PIC must indicate the state of the vehicle via the Status Indicators. Important vehicle
states include Pause, when the vehicle is idle and Go, when the vehicle is executing a mission. The
Status Indicators should also indicate leaks, over-temperature conditions and other faults detected
by the 486, DSP or TT8.
Table 6.1 shows a preliminary mapping of the state of the LEDs to its meaning. Each LED
can have one of three states: off, steady and flashing. An unlit LED indicates the absence of a
condition; a steady or flashing LED indicates the presence of the condition listed in the table. If
both conditions are present, the steady state overrides the flashing state. Although the LEDs can
encode more information, we sought to keep the mapping simple so that the most serious conditions
(such as leaks) can be found and addressed quickly.
LED Steady Flash
Green The vehicle is running. The vehicle is paused.
Red The vehicle has detected a leak. The vehicle has detected an overtemperature.
Yellow The vehicle has a general fault. The battery is low.
Table 6.1: Safety Monitor LED Encoding
Chapter 7
486 Software
As mentioned earlier, the 486 is responsible for data logging, communicating with the other proces-
sors, transferring data and software between the vehicle and the outside world, and running multiple
control loops. Finally, the 486 must detect and handle faults.
The software being developed for the 486 is still a work in progress, although several components
have already been written.The current software may be considered to be a set of primitive routines
that can be used to build the final system.
7.1 Operating System
Although a custom operating system could have been written, the availability of off the shelf op-
erating systems makes this chore unnecessary. The 486 runs a commercial operating system called
QNX. Although many different operating systems are available for the PC/104 platform QNX has
many desirable features. QNX is a preemptive multi-tasking operating system which makes it pos-
sible to run more than one program simultaneously. The real-time scheduler in QNX services these
processes regularly so that they are not starved. QNX has many features similar to UNIX including
extensive TCP/IP support. Since QNX supports popular TCP/IP communication daemons includ-
ing telnet and FTP, data can be easily transferred via a simple ethernet connection. Finally, QNX
has extensive support for standard ethernet cards and hard drives.
The real-time multi-tasking capabilities of QNX make it possible to implement multiple control
systems as independent processes. This greatly simplifies programming since each program only has
to focus on one control system. To add more control systems, one simply has to write a program for
that system rather than complicating a previously written control loop. This also makes it easier to
have control loops that operate at different control frequencies so that the processor time is more
effectively utilized.
QNX's support for TCP/IP and standard devices makes it possible to program the VCUUV
or transfer data to and from the vehicle while the hull is closed. Thus, there is no need to write
specialized clients and servers to gain access to the computer. Instead, standard telnet and FTP
clients can be used to gain complete access to the vehicle computer.
Although QNX is far from ideal, it does suit the needs of the vehicle. Note that more common
operating systems such as MS-DOS, Windows 95, Windows NT and Unix lack the real-time or
multi-tasking capabilities of QNX and are therefore not appropriate. Other real-time operating
systems including OS-9 and VxWorks were considered - I chose QNX over these systems since
Draper Laboratory has used QNX successfully in other projects.
7.2 Language
The custom software running on the 486 is written in "C", the standard language for QNX.
7.3 Communication with the DSP
The 486 communicates with the DSP via two layers. The first layer is a device driver layer which
provides raw communication between the 486 and DSP. The second layer sends packets of information
between the 486 and DSP.
7.3.1 Device Driver Layer
The DSP interfaces to the 486 via the PC/104 bus, which to the programmer is identical to the
ISA bus found on in desktop personal computers. In general, reading data from the DSP involves
reading from a port and writing data to the DSP involves writing to a port.
QNX allows several different mechanisms for implementing drivers for serial devices such as
the DSP. One approach is to simply include the driver as a part of a monolithic process that is
performing other functionality. Although this approach is extremely straightforward, it allows the
entire program to directly access all of the hardware which could have disastrous consequences if the
program contains a bug. Another approach is to use the QNX POSIX serial communication layer
to implement a driver. This allows one to use standard UNIX system calls such as open(), read()
and write() to communicate with the DSP. Unfortunately, the POSIX functionality is not desired
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Figure 7-1: Packet Structure
for raw communication with the DSP and considerable effort would be required to circumvent these
features. When POSIX functionality is not required, QNX recommends implementing a driver as a
process that communicates with other processes via the message passing functionality of the kernel.
The driver is still fairly simple to implement and isolates programs from inadvertently accessing
hardware. I used this method to implement the driver.
The device driver simply initializes the DSP registers and sets up interrupt handlers to send and
receive words to and from the DSP. Simple FIFOs buffer the receiving and sending word to improve
throughput.
After initializing the hardware and interrupt handlers, the driver waits for messages. When it
recevies a mesasge, it simply processes the request. Messages include write and read, which send
and receive information to and from the DSP. The txbuffer and rxbuffer messages return the number
of unused slots in the output FIFO and filled slots in the input FIFO respectively. The intention of
these messages is to allow the 486 to communicate with the DSP without blocking. A reset message
simply resets the DSP.
7.3.2 Packet Layer
The Packet Layer sends and receives packets of information to the DSP. Figure 7-1 shows the basic
packet structure. Each field consists of a 4 byte word except for the data field whose length is not
fixed.
Although communication between the DSP and 486 is reliable, many extra fields were included
for potential buffer overflow situations. The Packet Start indicates the start of a packet. Size is the
size of the entire packet. Number is an identifier that uniquely identifies the packet. The Type field
indicates the type of information contained in the packet. The Data field contains the packet data.
The Checksum is a checksum which is computed by xoring the entire packet (excluding the End
field) in 4 byte word increments. The End field indicates the end of the packet.
Sending packets is simply a matter of assembling the packet and then sending a message to the
device driver. This is performed via a simple call to the dspcom_send() function.
To process received packets, the software must scan though the input stream looking for valid
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Figure 7-2: Data Log Packet Structure
packets. After a valid packet is found, a function to handle a packet of that type is called. For
packets to be received, one must periodically call the function dspcomprocess().
Chapter 8 contains information on the currently defined packets.
7.4 Data Logging
A primitive data logging software has been written. The goals of the data logging routine is to make
data logging fast, space efficient and multi-process safe. Data should be able to be logged from
different sources asynchronously.
After performing several different experiments with QNX, it was learned that QNX can store
data at about 50 kilobytes per second. This rather disappointing result is caused by the way QNX
writes its to the drive - it does not cache filesystem structure information so that the filesystem
preserves its integrity despite power failures. Another result of the filesystem implementation is that
when two different files are being simultatneously, the total throughput is reduced to 10 kilobytes
per second, presumably since the hard drive head performs more seeks.
Based upon these results, I chose the following implementation. Only one monolithic file would
be used for the data log. To make the data logging as fast and space efficient as possible, the
data is stored in direct binary format rather than converting the data to ASCII. This avoids costly
conversions and saves storage space. To distinguish between packets, the basic data log packet shown
in Figure 7-2 would be used for all data logging. The Type field indicates the packet type, the Size
field indicates the size of the packet, the Time field indicates the time the packet was sampled in
milliseconds from the start of the mission and the Data field contains the data. The first three fields
are 4 bytes long while the Data field can be arbitrarily long.
The time field allows the data to be stored asynchronously. Note however, that the time field
reflects the time the sample was taken and not the time it was logged. Consequently, the data
log does not necessarily contain packets in sequential order. The data set can be downloaded to a
computer that could easily sort and process the data off-line.
The implementation of the data logging is straightforward. To ensure that each data packet is
written atomically, a single write () system call is used to log each packet. Since the system call is
atomic (under the QNX filesystem), multiple processes can write to the data log without corrupting
the data log. ANSI file functions were avoided since the buffering implementation is not specified in
enough detail to guarantee atomicity.
7.5 Testing
The 486 and DSP communication drivers have been tested extensively to ensure proper operation;
this was essential for debugging and testing the DSP software which communicates through the
communication drivers. Much of the testing involved sending and receiving data under various
conditions to verify the operation of the communication layer, the device driver and its FIFOs.
Preliminary testing of the data log has been performed to ensure that data is properly written
to disk. Although QNX does not buffer filesystem information, it can buffer data writes. The effects
of this caching must be verified since it is possible that significant quantities of information would
be lost if the computer crashes. If the data caching proves to be a significant problem, the buffer
size can be reduced or the data caching feature can be disabled.

Chapter 8
DSP Software
Recall that the DSP is responsible for controlling the motion of the tail and detecting and handling
possible faults. This section describes the software that achieves these goals
8.1 Language
The standard programming languages of the HEPC2104 DSP is C40 assembler and ANSI "C". The
majority of the tail software was written in "C".
8.2 Tail Interface
There are many different ways in which commands could be sent to the tail. One possibility is a high-
level interface in which the 486 would send parameters such as a Strouhal Number and wavelength
and the tail would then derive the appropriate motion. These high-level methods, however, seemed
overly complicated. Furthermore, if the desired interface were to change later, the implementation
efforts would be in vain.
I chose a simpler interface instead. In [3], Barrett shows that the desired tail motion (a traveling
wave with an envelope) can be achieved by moving the tail links in a sinusoidal motion. Each link
sinusoid would have a different phase and amplitude but would share the same frequency. Thus, the
motion of link i could be defined as:
Oi(t) = Aisin(27rft + 0i)
where:
Oi(t) = Angular displacement of link i at time t
Ai = Amplitude of sinusoid of link i%
f = Traveling wave frequency
, = Phase of link i
These three parameters (A, f, q) are sufficient for defining straight fish swimming. For turning,
we simply apply a bias angle to each of the links. Thus, the final equation of motion for link i is
given by:
9,(t) = Aisin(27 ft + ij) + B,
where:
B, = Bias of link i
To prevent strange behavior caused by transient motions induced by rapid parameter changes,
each parameter can be changed smoothly over a short period of time which is specified when the
command is sent. I discuss this later in the chapter.
Thus, the 486 must send four parameters (A, f, q, B) to command a desired tail motion. Since the
relationship between tall motion and required hydraulic pressure is still unknown, we also require
that the 486 send the desired hydraulic pressure to the DSP. Other commands include a pause
command, which pauses the tail and a reset command which resumes tail motion after a pause
command has been issued or a fault has occurred. A time commands allows the 486 and DSP to
roughly synchronize their clocks. A ping command command informs the DSP that the 486 is still
alive. Table 8.1 summarizes the commands that the 486 can send to the tail.
The tail periodically sends its time, sensor readings, desired link positions, actuator commands
and status as one packet to the 486. The status indicates the current state of the tail including if a
fault was detected and if the tail is currently paused or active. This packet also serves as a "ping"
to the 486 - if it is not received after some period of time, then one can assume that the DSP has
crashed.
8.3 Tail Software Control Loop
Given the interface to the 486, the rest of the tail software can be explained. Figure 8-1 shows the
control loop of the tail software.
Figure 8-1: VCUUV Tail Control Loop
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Command Description
Set Frequency Set the traveling wave frequency
Set Amplitude Set the amplitude of the sinusoid of each link
Set Phase Set the phase of the sinusoid of each link
Set Bias Set the bias of the sinusoid of each link
Set Pressure Set the desired hydraulic pressure
Reset Reset any error and pause condition
Pause Stop tail motion
Ping Inform the tail that the 486 is still alive
Table 8.1: Tail Commands
8.3.1 Initialization
The first step, labeled Init, simply initializes the data structures and look up tables that are used
by the rest of the software. For example, in this step the relationship between the analog to digital
converter readings and the physical values of the sensor is computed and entered into a lookup
table. This speeds significantly speeds computations performed in the actual control loop since the
conversion only has to be performed once. The exact conversion between the cylinder stroke lengths
and angular position is particularly costly since it involves several transcendental functions.
8.3.2 Read Sensors
The Read Sensors step is the first step performed in the loop. It samples the analog to digital
converter and uses the lookup table described above to map the readings to the physical sensor
values.
8.3.3 Safety Check
After the sensor values are read, the Safety Check step tests for several potential problems. It
attempts to detect potential pressure leaks and motor stalls. The former is detected by monitoring
the speed of the monitor and the hydraulic pressure. If the motor speed is non-zero for some period
and there is nearly zero hydraulic pressure then there might be a leak in the hydraulic system.
Similarly, motor stalls are detected whenever the command to the motor is non-zero for some period
of time and the speed of the motor is approximately zero. These safety checks are not intended to
be fool proof, but they are intended to add some degree safety. The Safety Check also detects if
communication with the 486 has been lost. If any of these events are detected, the Safety Monitor
sets an error bit and places the tail software into a pause mode so that all tail motion is stopped.
Fault Description
Hydraulic Leak Indicates a potential leak in the hydraulic system.
Motor Stall Indicates a motor stall.
Time Fault Indicates the Control Loop required too much execution time.
Communication Fault Indicates that the DSP has lost contact with the 486.
Table 8.2: Tail Fault Conditions
Table 8.2 is a list of the fault conditions currently defined. The fault conditions are represented
as bits in a 32 bit word sent to the 486 in the Send Data phase describcd below. A value of one
indicates the condition is present while zero indicates its absence.
8.3.4 Motion Generator
The Motion Generator generates sinusoidal trajectories for the links and caudal fin to follow. To
avoid sharp transitions and jerks whenever a parameter is changed, the Motion Generator changes
the current values to the desired values over some specifiable period of time. A third order polynomial
is used to smoothly change the parameter; third order polynomials are large enough to make the
trajectories and the derivative of the trajectories continuous. In particular, the parameter changes
are smoothed by the following equation:
x(t) = a + bt + ct 2 + dt 3
where:
x = Parameter as a function of time
t = time
a = Offset coefficient
b = Linear coefficient
c = Quadratic coefficient
d = Cubic coefficient
Because the equation is third order, it is possible to splice several instantiations of them together
while maintaining continuity and finite derivatives which are prerequisites for smooth parameter
transitions. The end of the polynomial that reaches the target value can simply be replaced by a
straight line whose value is equal to the target value. Figure 8-2 shows a parameter that is initially
zero with zero derivative that is changed smoothly to 1 in 5 time units.
Smooth Parameter Transitions
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Figure 8-2: Smooth Parameter Transitions
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8.3.5 Control System
Given the sensor readings, the desired link positions and hydraulic pressure the Control System
must return actuator commands to achieve the desired motion and hydraulic pressure. The Control
System module has not yet been implemented yet since a model of the VCUUV tail is currently
in development. This module does, however, provide all of the support required to implement the
control system. Note that this module is not responsible for commanding the actuators - it merely
returns actuator commands.
8.3.6 Set Actuator
The Set Actuator step sends the commands returned from the Control Sysuem to the actuators. If
the tail software is in the pause mode, it simply sends null commands to the actuators to stop all
motion.
8.3.7 Send Data
The Send Data step sends the current tail sensor readings, actuator commands, trajectory informa-
tion and other tail state to the 486.
8.3.8 Process Commands
The Process Commands step processes VCUUV commands sent from the 486 until the time for the
current control loop is almost over.
8.3.9 Update Time
The Update Time step updates the tail time information. If the loop iteration required too much
time to process, an error flag is set and the tail software enters the pause mode.
8.4 Implementation
Figure 8-3 shows the module dependency diagram of the major modules of the DSP software. Each
block refers to a module whose name is indicated in the box. In general each name refers to the
name of the ".c" and ".h" files that implement the module. If the module declares a global data-
type, the name of the data-type is the name of the module by convention. Furthermore, the name
of the functions defined within a module are prepended by the name of the module followed by
an underscore character. For example, the comport module defines the comport data-type. Its
functions include comport_init () which initializes the comport software and comport-new () which
allocates a new comport object.
An arrow from module A to module B indicates that module A depends upon module B.
8.4.1 Main
The main module includes the main() function which initializes the tail data structures and modules
and implements the Control Loop. The main module is includes several auxiliary functions to
perform the responsibilities of the Control Loop.
8.4.2 Init
The init module simply initializes the many modules used by the main function. It is structured in
such a way that modules that the main() function uses can be added easily while still handling error
conditions that may occur during the initialization. This is accomplished by having all initialization
function have the save function prototype: errata function(void) by convention. These functions
return zero if successful and a non-zero error code if an error occurred. Modules to be initialized can
simply be added to a static array of functions defined in the init module which iterately executes
the functions during initialization while checking for error conditions.
8.4.3 Control
The control module is respnsible for implementing the control system. It includes a standard initial-
ization function which the init module initializes. It also includes the function controlcontrol()
which will implement the control system. Its input arguments include the sensor values and the
desired link positions and pressure. It uses its output argument to return the actuator commands
that it computes. This module currently returns null commands; it will be completed after a tail
model has been developed.
8.4.4 Sensor
The sensor module translates the readings from the analog to digital converter into physical units.
This is done efficiently via a lookup table that maps each analog to digital converter reading to its
corresponding physical units.
Figure 8-3: DSP Software Module Dependency Diagram
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8.4.5 Actuator
The actuator module converts actuator commands with physcial values into values that the digital to
analog converter uses. Unfortunately, a lookup table can not be easily made for this conversion since
the inputs are floating pomnt values. Fortunately, it only needs to apply simple linear transformations.
8.4.6 Hostcmd
The hostcmd module sends commands to the 486 computer. The commands currently include a
UNIX-like write() function that writes information to the 486 standard output. It also includes a
function that sends the tail state information to the 486.
8.4.7 Tailcmd
The tailcmd module processes commands sent from the 486. Section 8.2 discusses these commands.
8.4.8 A2d
The a2d module is a device driver for the HEGD1, Traquair's Analog to Digital Converter. It is
based upon information that Traquair provides.
8.4.9 D2a
The d2a module is a device driver for the custom digital to analog converter. It uses the HEGD4,
Traquair's Digital Input Output card to control the board. For more information, see Chapter 5.
8.4.10 Dspcom
The dspcom is nearly identical to the dspcom module used in the 486. Like the dspcom module on
the 486, it sends and receives packets between the DSP and the 486.
8.4.11 Tstate
The tstate module defines a data structure and a global variable that contains the global state of
the tail. This is the information that the main modules sends periodically to the 486. It includes
sensor readins, actuator commands, the time and the status of the tail.
8.4.12 Motion
The motion code implements the motion generation described in section 8.2.
8.4.13 Dio
The a2d module is a device driver for the HEGD4. It is based upon information that Traquair
provides.
8.4.14 Hepc2104
A compatibility layer so that the same dspcom module can be used between the 486 and DSP.
8.4.15 Smoothie
The smoothie code implements objetcs that represent third order polynomial curves. These are used
to smooth step inputs that the motion code receives.
8.4.16 C40conf
The c40conf module is a simple assembler routine that enables the HEGD1 and HEGD4 boards.
8.4.17 Comport
The comport module implements a buffered device driver for the comports. 1 he low-level commands
provided by Traquair block if not enough characters are avaialble in the input FIFO or if the output
FIFO is full. Unfortunately, it does not provide any information about the availability of characters
so these blocking conditions are tricky to avoid. Fortunately, Traquir provides threading functions
which make it possible to "wrap" their drivers with a higher-level friver that provides information
about the state of its own internal FIFO. One thread is used to constantly read the comport while
another thread is used to write the comport whenever data is available to write. A more efficient
interrupt version is (apparently) not possible without causing problems with the DSP microkernel.
8.4.18 Fifo
The fifo code implements a simple FIFO object which the comport device driver uses.
8.5 Testing
The DSP software has been tested extensively at the module level. Much of the testing has involved
exercising the inputs and limits of each module to verify that it performs as specified.
Preliminary integration testing has been performed to verify the nominal operation of the soft-
ware. More extensive testing must be performed to verify the correct operation of fault conditions.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
The VCUUV is a year in development and is still a work in progress. Although a considerable
amount of work has been accomplished, much work remains to complete the vehicle. Furthermore,
many improvements can be implemented to simplify and improve the vehicle in many ways.
9.1 Summary of Completed Work
Most of the components of the vehicle have been specified and assembled. The electronic components
that we have selected and tested include sensors computers and actuators. Custom electronics have
been design, built and tested to interface with many of these components. The tail controller software
is nearly complete and several software primitives have been written to support the software that
will control the entire vehicle.
9.2 Remaining Work
Much work must be completed for the VCUUV to be fully functional. The VCUUV must be
assembled completely and tested as unit. To do this, the interface software for the IMU, depth
sensor, compass and Safety Monitor must be completed. Furthermore, the hydraulic cylinders and
load cells must also be integrated before the tail can be controlled. The actual control system
component for the tail controller must also be completed. Integration testing must be performed on
the current software to ensure its proper operation. Finally, the software controlling the VCUUV as
a unit must be designed and written.
9.3 Improvements
While developing a vehicle like the VCUUV, we learned many lessons that hint at potential im-
provements. I believe that the following possible improvements are worth investigating.
9.3.1 Power Consumption
The electronics currently require about 103 W of power. I believe that this number can be reduced
significantly after the control system requirements for the tail are better understood. That is, the
HEPC2104 DSP card that controls the tail is overpowered; by choosing a less powerful, yet sufficient,
processor might reduce the power used by the computer to control the tail. It may even be possible
to remove the processor entirely and control the tail via a fast interrupt handler running on the 486.
Similarly, it might be possible to replace a 486 processor card with a less powerful processor card
and therefore reduce power consumption. Alternatively, a faster processor that actually consumes
less power may also become available - the power reduction would be a result of improved fabrication
technologies.
9.3.2 System Network
The VCUUV components are currently connected in an ad hoc manner. For example, the tail con-
troller is connected to the 486 via the PC/104 bus while the Safety Monitor and TT8 are connected
to the 486 via separate serial ports. These components were connected in this manner to integrate
the system components as quickly as possible. The consequence of this decision, however, is that
the system is not very expandable or modular.
A consistent network with a simple topology would improve this situation. A network would
make it possible to add and remove components easily since all devices would communicate via the
same wires. This would also simplify the wiring toplogy and software to read sensors and control
the actuators.
There are many obstacles to choosing the right network. Although many commercial networks
exist such as SPI, I2C and Lonworks, they are either too slow for general purpose use or not well
supported. Another emerging standard in the personal computer market is the USB, a serial bus
which allows data transfers between 1.5 and 12 million bits per second. Since large hardware and
software companies (Intel, Microsoft) have pledged to support the standard, it may become a viable
device network for robotic applications. FireWire is another competing communication standard
that is also backed by large hardware and software companies. It offers data transfers of up to
200 million bits per second. Since the bandwidth that FireWire offers is currently considered to be
high, it is targeted towards relatively high end devices such as digital video boards. By contrast
USB is currently geared towards lower cost devices such as mice - consequently USB support will
tend to be cheaper then FireWire support. The market, however, will ultimately determine if either
of these standards succeed commercial. This result will then determine the viability of using either
network in a robot.
As mentioned earlier, Draper Laboratory is currently investigating possible standard networks
for robotics. It might be worthwhile to apply their results to the VCUUV.
9.3.3 Computer Selection
The VCUUV currently has four different computer platforms that must be supported: a 486 com-
puter, HEPC2104 DSP, TT8 Microcontroller and the PIC in the Safety Monitor. It is a mistake
to have this many different platforms since it requires different people to specialize in different
architectures without a thorough understanding of all of them.
To resolve this problem, it might be possible to replace the HEPC2104 with an x86 proces-
sor running QNX. The two x86 processors could communicate via ethernet and the interprocessor
communication that is already part of QNX.
PICs are often desirable since they are small, cheap, and consume very little power. However,
if analog to digital converter with more than 8 bits of resolution are desired, then one must include
more hardware. The TT8, however, includes 8 12 bit analog to digital converters and can be easily
programmed in C. For this reason, I believe the TT8 could easily replace the PIC in the Safety
Monitor. Although the initial TT8 cost is about $495 versus the $20 cost for a re-programmable
PIC, the amount of time saved in software and hardware development can easily recoup the cost.
Although they offer more support and expandability than the TT8, the PC/104 based products
such as the 486 require significantly more power and space. For this reason, it is probably not
desirable to reduce the number of different platforms by replacing TT8s with PC/104 based products.
9.4 Conclusion
This thesis has described the design of the electronics of the first free-swimming robotic fish. As
with all robots, the construction of the VCUUV has incorporated knowledge from many different
disciplines and has proven to be quite exciting.
Yet, the most exciting phase - the testing and deployment of the VCUUV - remains. It will be
the deployment of the VCUUV that will usher forth the next revolution in UUV propulsion and
control.
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